LSBU monitors digital business services and
ensures clearing services work to perfection
London South Bank University is one of London’s largest and oldest universities. Since 1892,
they’ve been providing vocationally-relevant, accredited and professionally recognised education.
They are TM
a cosmopolitan university with over 25,000 students drawn from over 130 countries
RouteVis shows the demands that different applications make on a wide area network and
and have the highest possible rating for the quality of education from the independent Quality
reveals if business-critical applications are receiving the network quality-of-service they need for
Assurance Agency (QAA).
the best possible experience for customers, partners and staff at every location.
London South Bank University considers financial sustainability, particularly in the current climate
of uncertainty and change, as absolutely fundamental to delivering its mission of supporting
students to achieve professional success.
London South Bank University is using netEvidence’s Highlight SAAS monitoring to ensure that
all of its digital business services are running effectively.

“The real surprise was that it only took
a few hours to set up Highlight”
Challenge
David Swayne, CIO at London South Bank University says, “A
pilot of Highlight was set up in early August, a few weeks before
A-level results day when Clearing starts and we receive a large
volume of applicants’ calls about their applications.
I was keen to test the system since we’d had a few issues in
previous years which impacted upon the service we were
able to deliver to prospective students.”

David Swayne
CIO, LSBU

Solution

Results

David continues, “The real surprise was that it
only took a few hours to set up Highlight – we
could then see clearly how the various servers and
network devices were coping.

The University’s Clearing system was the first
to benefit; Highlight uncovered issues in the
supporting technologies so corrective action
could be taken before any systems outage
occurred.

We found that the Clearing Service was consuming
more memory and disk space than we had
anticipated. Adjustments were made and the result
was that we avoided any outages and kept the
service running at full capacity.”
The University now uses Highlight across all
of its primary digital services, to deliver a clear
picture of supporting systems and components.

“A key benefit of Highlight is that the reports
require very little interpretation – anyone can
understand them,” adds David. “They can look
at Highlight’s colour coded Service Tiles to ensure
that there are no issues with their specific digital
service. The colour codes ensure we focus on the
right things and there is a wealth of technical detail
for those who need to investigate the issue further.”
David concludes, “Highlight has been an excellent
addition to our system and netEvidence has proven
to be extremely collaborative and helpful. The
benefit of working with a smaller organisation is
that they don’t just drop a software solution on you;
they’ve worked closely with us to ensure we achieve
the maximum benefits.”

The Highlight portal displays the major services
as coloured tiles – green indicates that a service
is good, amber shows a possible issue and red
means attention is required. Email alerts are
issued automatically when key thresholds are hit.
Highlight is accessible by the 72-strong IT
team as well as the University’s department
managers.
In addition to monitoring on-site services,
Highlight is also used to deliver an independent
view of how recently outsourced services are
performing such as student email.

For further information, please contact your account manager. If
you don’t have an account manager yet, you can get in touch at:
sales@highlight.net
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